
how 
 can I stop

my pet 
 from 
  escaping?

When should I not use a 
Containment System?............................................

There are situations where any system 
using electronic collars that deliver static 
stimulation should not be used:

 ■ In pets under 6 months.
 ■ Pregnant or nursing pets.
 ■ Pets with health problems especially 

heart disease.
 ■ Pets unable to respond appropriately 

due to injury, illness, age or senility.
 ■ Pets suffering from separation anxiety 

and similar anxiety related disorders.

What is in a Containment  
System?.............................................

There are 3 parts to Containment Systems:
 ■ The Transmitter: Plugs into a standard 

outlet & generates the radio signal.
 ■ The Wire: Insulated wire you can either 

bury or attach to an existing fence 
before connecting to the transmitter. 
This acts as the radio antenna. For 
acreage or larger properties additional 
boundary kits (wire & flags) are 
available.

 ■ The Collar Receiver: Worn on your 
pet’s collar it picks up the radio signal. 
This “alerts” your pet with an audible 
tone first, then if he continues into the 
field a slight static pulse.

Introducing your pet to a Containment System.............................................................................

A pet containment system is an ideal way to define boundaries for a pet 
both outside and inside - without the necessity of constructing a fence 
or other type of barrier. The system consists of a boundary established 
by a wire (either above or below ground) and a collar worn by the 
pet that activates when close to the boundary with a warning tone 
and then a stimulation. However, it is important that these systems are 
introduced slowly and carefully according to the Training instructions 
for each product. When a pet is learning to use a Containment System 
it is important that it has a visual indication of where the boundary is.

Electronic Collar
Manufacturers Association..........................................................

The Electronic Collar Manufacturers Association’s 
philosophy is to develop products and educate owners to enhance 
communication with their pets and promote animal welfare. Members 
of this association aim to communicate the owner’s responsibility to 
dutifully follow the training guidelines for each product.

As a founding member of the ECMA™, PetSafe® has a continuous 
concern to improve the well-being of pets, giving them harmony 
and integrating them into everyday social life. PetSafe is committed 
to meeting the requirements laid out in the ECMA standards for pet 
protection products for sale in Australia and New Zealand.

All PetSafe Bark Control systems meet these requirements.

“Their actively 
inquisitive nature 

makes it inevitable 
that pets will wander 

from a property”
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Does my pet need a Containment 
System?.............................................

Dogs and cats enjoy freedom and exploring their 
environments, seeking new experiences which 
may prove beneficial to them. Their actively 
inquisitive nature makes it inevitable that they will 
wander from a property if they are not confined. 
Even when an owner considers that their pet is 
well trained to remain on a property this may 
break down when their pet is challenged with an 
appealing temptation.
A dog’s safety and that of other animals and people 
can be put at risk if they roam. They could chase 
livestock, jump up at children or become involved 
in road accidents. Cats predominantly go missing 
or end up in accidents and the native wildlife 
destruction by roaming cats is fast becoming a 
major environmental issue. 
Many pets lives, as well as neighbourhood 
relationships can be spared with an efficient and 
effective pet containment system. 

“A pet’s 
safety 

and that 
of  other 

animals & 
wildlife can 
be put at 

risk  if they 
roam”

How do Containment Systems 
work?......................................................

Containment Systems use a distracting electrical 
stimulation to discourage a pet from moving 
beyond a predetermined perimeter. The pet wears 
a collar which has two contact points resting on the 
underside of the neck.
Containment Systems are behaviourally activated, 
which means it is the pet’s movement in relation to 
the perimeter that causes the stimulation and not 
the owner. As the pet approaches the boundary, 
it receives an audible warning. If the pet ventures 
further it will receive a harmless, mild static 
pulse just enough to distract him and keep him 
safe within your boundary. Depending upon the 
character of your dog, it is not long before the 
pet learns to respect the perimeter and avoid the 
stimulation completely. Training your pet is critical 
to the success of the system and training flags 
are provided to assist your pet in recognising the 
parameters of its new area. 

“This is a much better solution 
than being confined to the home”

Containment Systems

What types of Containment Systems are 
available?............................................................................

Containment systems have to meet stringent radio frequency regulations 
in Australia. They also have to be extremely rugged to withstand the 
rough treatment that a pet can give, to what would normally be sensitive 
electronics.  The Petsafe brands have been developed over a period of 
almost 20 years and fully comply with Australia’s C-Tick regulations. 
This is a boundary wire system, which creates a perimeter of any shape 
and can have exclusion areas within it. The wire can either be buried 
just under the ground or 
attached to existing fencing 
or perimeters. Additional 
wire, training flags and 
collars specific to stubborn 
dogs, small dogs and cats 
are available. Installation 
is easy with instructions on 
YouTube.

What are the advantages of a 
Containment System?.................................................

 ■ It forms an “invisible fence” which has no 
visual impact. i.e no ugly fences.

 ■ Economical & does not require planning 
consent from local authorities or home 
owner associations.

 ■ Creates a perimeter, and can also create 
areas within the perimeter from which the 
pet is excluded. This is useful to keep dogs 
away from flower beds or landscaping. 

More cost effective than:

 ■ Vet bills should your pet get injured or injure 
others whilst roaming the neighbourhood.

 ■ The heartache caused should your pet have 
to be euthanised. 

 ■ Erecting unsightly fences to keep pets within 
your boundaries.

 ■ Creating boundaries around garden beds 
and other special features.

Containment Systems

Why use a Containment 
System?................................................

Containing a pet to within its own garden 
is a valid compromise to unlimited roaming 
around the neighbourhood. Your pet can still 
enjoy the freedom to explore its immediate 
environment  in safety, whilst maintaining a 
good quality of life.
This is a much better solution than being 
confined to the home and only allowed 
into the garden at set times and under strict 
supervision by the owner.
It is also not always practical or desirable 
to construct a physical barrier around a 
property that would reliably contain a dog.

 ■ Fences to contain some dogs and cats 
would have to be very high.

 ■ Planning permission may be required 
from local authorities or home owner 
associations.

 ■ Secure fencing can not only be unsightly 
but also very expensive.


